The best ally for installers

HAMMEL Group becomes AYOR
Hammel Group, which in 70 years has become the market leader in water
management in the housing sector, is renewing itself and changing its name:
it’s now called AYOR.
This name means both “River” and “Light”. It thus symbolizes the core of the
Group’s know-how: water management, as well as our constant desire to innovate.
The name Ayor has a universal reach, illustrating our ambition to pursue
international development.
Why this transformation?
We have always sought to anticipate the needs of all installers:
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AYOR: the best ally for installers

AYOR’s mission: imagining, designing and offering all the products
and services needed in order to be the best ally for installers.
Our seven families of products cover all needs, allowing offering the
best way to use water in the household.
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AYOR: 7 families of products covering the entire
water management in the household
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For professional installers, wholesalers and promoters, our seven brands
specialized per business fulfil the same mission: making life easier for installers
of the “water flow in the household”.
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A catalyst for Group innovation, AYOR LAB designs its innovative products, services and applications through an original and
open process.
The LAB allows installers’ community to participate in the product development process: expressing their needs, testing
innovations being developed....
Internally, it also allows a close integration between R&D and all the group’s collaborators, so that everyone can contribute to
the innovation process.
Located in Marsac, the AYOR LAB is also deployed online through the collaborative platform of the AYOR Group website.

At the heart of AYOR: Product innovation
AYOR bases its strategy on innovation.
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AYOR is constantly seeking to anticipate the revolution in uses, envisaging what will be the household of tomorrow in
order to provide innovative, efficient and reliable solutions making installers’ work easier and easier.
INNOVATION AWARD

“Allowing our engineers, our community of professionals and our
collaborators to meet in a «play space» where we can test, learn, understand
and innovate.”
DAVID HAMMEL - GM

In terms of standards and quality:
the highest requirements
Ayor takes part to 3 CSTB commissions (Centre for scientific and
technical building studies) for sanitary, heating and fittings. This
closeness makes the Ayor Group particularly vigilant on its products,
with regards to standards and certifications in force.

AYOR: a controlled value chain
MANUFACTURING
Eager to monitor the entire value chain in the manufacturing of its products,
the AYOR group has set up its own factories:
Plastic Injection

Chemistry and Foundry

Industrial joinery

in France

in Italy

in Spain

AYOR collaborates also with partner plants in Europe and Asia to cover all its
production.

LOGISTICS
With nearly 100,000 m2, our logistics platform delivers upon request in
12 hours or 24 hours. Every year, 35 million items are delivered throughout
Europe, with a service rate of over 99%.
The ISO9001 certified platform offers complete traceability for each
product shipped.

“We believe in the model of partner factories, in which we co-invest.
Ten exclusive partnerships have been established in Europe and Asia.
Our subsidiary Ayor Asia selects our partners and helps them to develop
their skills through the deployment of processes and quality plans”
MICKAEL HAMMEL - GM

Certified

ISO9001

AYOR: 3 specialized range brands for DIY
We used our know-how to gather all the professional expertise for the DIY in order to provide
facilitating solutions and making plumbing, sanitation, heating and bathroom furniture accessible to
all. Our three specialized brands offer innovative products that are very easy to install.
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AYOR’s straight offers
AYOR allows distributors to increase their turnover and profitability thanks to tailor-made straight
solutions, implemented and managed over the long term by its team of merchandisers.

Our contact details
AYOR
69-71 rue du Chevaleret, 75013 PARIS FRANCE, Phone: +33 1 85 34 71 42 / Fax: +33 1 44 23 76 15
www.ayor.com

AYOR Water & Heating Solutions

VERTICAL DEVELOPPEMENT

Avenue du château,

9 Impasse de l’Artisanat,

24430 MARSAC S/ L’ISLE CEDEX 9
Phone: +33 5 53 02 69 70 / Fax: +33 5 53 03 94 48

24430 Marsac sur l’Isle
Phone: +33 9 70 71 95 00

AYOR Bathroom

AYOR IBERICA

2, rue Gutenberg,

Carretera de Rafelguaraf S/N,

16440 ROULLET

44670 La Pobla Llarga

Phone: +33 5 45 66 43 46 / Fax: +33 5 45 66 42 85

Phone: +34 96 297 07 71 / Fax: +34 96 259 11 29

AYOR Water Care
165 avenue Gaston Imbert,
13790 ROUSSET
Phone: +33 4 42 73 03 92 / Fax: +33 4 42 73 02 65

HAMMEL

AYOR ITALIA
Strada Statale Briantea,
40 23892 BULCIAGO
Phone: +39 413 4558 / Fax: +39 413 4559
www.acquenew.com

AYOR ASIA

ZAE de Saltgourde,
24430 MARSAC S/ L’ISLE CEDEX 9

Room L, 21F, Cross Region Plaza,

Phone: +33 5 53 02 86 86 / Fax: +33 5 53 08 24 40

No.899 Lingling road, Xuhui disctict, Shanghai

www.hammel.fr

Phone: +86 21 34 771 970 / Fax: +86 21 34 771 972
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